
Some things you should know aboutVectors, Dot Products, and Cross ProductsT. OlsonVECTORSA vector is a quantity that has both magnitude (length) and direction. It is often depictedas a arrow (the direction of the arrow is the direction of the vector, and the length of the arrow isthe magnitude of the vector).A vector ~v can be written as~v = v1~{+ v2 ~| or ~v = (v1; v2) in 2-D~v = v1~{+ v2 ~|+ v3 ~k or ~v = (v1; v2; v3) in 3-D.The numbers v1, v2, and v3 are called the components of the vector, and give the coordinates of thehead of the vector when the tail is put at the origin.A displacement vector indicates the direction and distance you would go to move from onepoint to another. For example, the displacement vector from the point (x1; y1; z1) to the point(x2; y2; z2) is (x2 � x1)~{+ (y2 � y1)~|+ (z2 � z1)~k:Themagnitude or norm of a vector is its length, and can be calculated in terms of componentsby jj~vjj = qv21 + v22 in 2-Dand jj~vjj = qv21 + v22 + v23 in 3-D :Two vectors are parallel if they are (scalar) multiples of one another. Algebraically, this meansthat ~v and ~w are parallel if there is a constant � so that~v = �~w;which may be written (in 3-D) as (v1; v2; v3) = (�w1; �w2; �w3):The DOT PRODUCTThe following are two equivalent de�nitions of the dot product between the vectors ~v and ~w:~v � ~w = v1w1 + v2w2 + v3w3~v � ~w = jj~vjj jj~wjj cos(�);where � is the angle between ~v and ~w. The �rst is more useful when doing computations withcomponents and the second is more useful for interpreting dot products geometrically.Note that the dot product yields a SCALAR, and that it can be zero even when neither of thevectors is zero (a dot product of zero just means that the vectors are perpendicular).



Dot products are mostly used for three purposes:� �nding lengths (norms) of vectors jj~vjj = p~v � ~v� detecting perpendicularity (orthogonality)~v � ~w = 0 means \ ~v is perpendicular to ~w "� �nding projections (resolving a vector into components in di�erent directions)The component of ~v in the direction of ~w is~vparallel = (~v � ~wjj~wjj) ~wjj~wjj= (~v � ~wj~wjj2 )~wand the component of ~v perpendicular to ~w is~vperp = ~v � ~vparallelPLANES in 3-DThe equation for a plane through the point ~x0 = (x0; y0; z0) with perpendicular or \normalvector" ~n = (a; b; c) can be written as0 = ~n � (~x� ~x0)i.e. { 0 = a(x� x0) + b(y � y0) + c(z � z0):The CROSS PRODUCTThe cross product ~u � ~v yields a VECTOR whose direction is perpendicular to both ~u and ~v(oriented by the right-hand-rule) and whose length isk~u� ~vk = jj~ujj jj~vjj sin(�);where � again represents the angle between ~u and ~v. It can be calculated in term of componentsusing ~u� ~v = det 0B@ ~{ ~| ~ku1 u2 u3v1 v2 v3 1CA= (u2v3 � u3v2)~{+ (u3v1 � u1v3)~|+ (u1v2 � u2v1)~k:Cross products are de�ned only in three dimensions.Notice that the cross product is not commutative:~u� ~v = �~v � ~u:Cross products are useful when you need a vector that is perpendicular to another pair (~u�~v isperpendicular to both ~u and ~v) and for computing the area of a parallelogram (k~u� ~vk is the areaof a parallelogram with edges ~u and ~v).


